
On TAP 

TOM a. EDIEON 

On behalf of myself and the TAP staff let me 
wish all our readers a healthy, happy, and 
Prosperous 1983 NEW YEAR. As has been my policy 
for the past few years, my initial column is 
geared primarily for all of our new subscribers, 
however, all of you long-time subscribers should 
read it too. The TAP office is being swamped with 
what I call "error" mail. This mail is wasting the 
valuable time of the TAP staff. To help ease the situation, let me again state TAP policy. Free 
Subscriptions are available to prisoners ONLY, 
Providing they list a prison address, Free back 
issues are NOT available to prisoners. The postage is very expensive and most prisons won't deliver 
them anyway, especially after they've opened them up for inspection and seen the type of information 
that is in them. Our current number of free prisoner subscribers is large and the cost for 
this service is being shared by all. If you are 
unemployed and cannot afford a Bubscription, send 
for your issues one at a time. If you cannot 
afford $.75 a month for an issue, you are in even 
worse financial shape than you realize! 

Payment MUST accompany all orders. PLEASE print 
or type your name and address. We cannot read your 
scribbling and chicken scratching which you call 
handwriting. If we can't read your order, don't 
complain to us that you didn't receive your order! 
And please write your name and address on your 
letter. A number of you lazy bastards are just 
sending in a check with no other letter of 
instructions. How the hell are we Supposed to know 
you want? If your check is sent to our bank before 
we've had a chance to get your name and address 
off of it, your order is lost! We are receiving a 
lot of mail with no addresses on it. Again, if you 
don't list your address, how the hell do we know 
where to mail your order? 

EFFECTIVE JANUARY i, 1983 TAP subscription 
rates are $8 for a Bulk Envelope sub and $10 for a 
First Class sub mailed in a Plain white envelope. 
We have eliminated the old bulk stapled rate. It 
was too time and energy wasting. Please note that 
all TAP subscriptions and orders are prorated. If 
you send in an insufficient amount of Payment you 
will get your order proportional to the amount of 
your payment, 

We are getting stuck with a lot of rubber 
checks from you cheap bastards! EFFECTIVE 
IMMEDIATELY: all personal checks MUST clear your Bank before we will ship your order. Orders 
accompanied by certified checks, money orders, and 
CAGH will be shipped immediately. Remember, the 
10% discount applies to CASH only. It does NOT 
apply to checks or money orders made payable to 
cash. CASH refers to the green currency of U.S. 
vintage supposidly backed by Big Brother in D.C. 

When you RENEW your subscription, please send 
us one of your mailing labels, preferably the 
latest one. The code numbers and letter in the 
upper right corner help us to locate you on our 
computer list. I have been asked a number of times 
by readers just what those code numbers and letter 
stand for. The first number is the first issue 
number of your subscription. The next number is 
the first issue you will miss if you do not renew. 
The letter is your sub type: "B" for bulk; "F" for 
first class; "E" for export; "C" for Canadian. 
Some of you have an "E" on your labels. This stood 
for an experimental sub type : the "Elite" first 
class sub. This is being phased out and will 
eventually be replaced by the letter "F", 

We mail two issues in each mailing to save on 
postage. Two issues weigh under one ounce. Issues 
are published monthly except for the summer months 
when we take a well deserved vacation. All 
subscriptions run for ten issues and are mailed 
around the beginning of January, March, May, 
September, and November. 

Readers are incouraged to send in news clips, 
items of interest, and written articles for 
publication. All articles MUST be typed or 
computer printed using a five (5) inch type column 
width. Any other format will be rejected. 
Newspaper and magazine articles and/or clips can 
be ANY size. We use these as fillérs and need 
various sizes. 

  

I hope this clears up some of the things you, 
new readers wanted to know about TAP. Feel free to 
write to TAP anytime. TAP is YOUR newsletter! 
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Security Alert ¥ 

bu Oz Y. Mandtase 

Your telephone toll records (the listing of your long 
distance calle that accompantes your bill each nonth) providea a handy diary of who you know (& know vell), 
where vou are going or have been, ete. These are avatl- 
able inithout varrant to the ttga and can 4 are uned 
againet you tf you're suerected of hanky-panky by the man, They're great for linking wou to othere in a consrtracy 
or finding vou tf you decide to take it on the lan, 
"Skip tracers" (bill collectors .and other free-lance pigs) 
also find then useful for the same reason. So tf uou 
play around or like vour privaeu, take note & use pau 
phonea (and not aluavs the sane one), A vord to the wise, 

To all dope cheniats, or would-be dope cheriats, let 
me reiterate: buving chericala fespectally watched pre- 
cursors) from an above-ground cherteal compamy IS A BUST aconer or later - and probably sooner, for thai matter 
The company ta usualix either a DEA ating operation or 
cooperating vith the narka, A ‘tehtiaan TAPer vho learned the hard vay from Merrill Setentifie suggeste burqlar- 
taing either a college chem Lab or chen supply house to 
avoid these pitfalls. A Texas TAPer whe save mi varning 
saved his ass, sent in a ptece fron the Pallas Observer (22 Sept/82) about Georgia Lab Supply ( a DEA front out 
of Decatur, Ga., who fished for suckers by mmning ado in High Tires & Rolling Stone). In the case deseribed, a 
tracking "beeper" was hidden in a maqmetic atirrer to keey 
track of the conspirators when they pteked up the ship- 
ment of ches & equipment. Universal Solvents out of Chicago ts another sting oreration to be wary of, 

Rerember, to get chemicals: 1) steal then, 2) have an 
inside contact at a chen corpany get then, 3) have an 
inside contact at a company that legitimately buys the 
chemicals you desire, 4) uce several separate "mules" 
4 pass the chemteale between people & locations over a 
rertod of at least 6 months, 5) synthesize your precursors 
from simpler unwatched chemicals, or 6) synthesise a 
leaal analogue. 

The drug outlay) should also be quare that the recent 
merger of the FBI & the DEA probably spells trouble with 
the use of the FBI's more sophisticated inveatigative 
methods, such aa wiretape & use of financial records, 
which the DEA often ignored or botched, 
The ?.I.C.0, & Continu ing Criminal Enterprise (21 USC848) 
statutes are also comitg into voque against dope criminals, They require precious little proof é& earru tine measured 
tn the decades, 

A new bug used by law enforcement types ts desiqmed to 
thwart de-bugging sweeps with RP detectors. This device 
utilizes a spike microphone (a contact or remote mia -may 
also be used) to pick up conversation from the targeted 
room externally, through the wall. The mic input ts now used to modulate an infra-red bean which ta atmed ata 
line-of-sight IR receiver 50-75 yarda aay (on the top 
of a telephone pole ie favoured), which ptcks up the 
bean with a IR photocell, recovers the audio-freq. signal, 
and then retranemite it on a atandard RF transmitter. 
The purpose of thia round-about way of eavesdropping ts 
to avotd having a source of RF energy tn the room or in the immediate vicintty that may be picked up in a sweep with a field-strength meter, Onlu a good (inside and 
outside) physical search of the premisee will uncover thie 
tupe of bug. 

And speaking of invasions of privacy, an article in Setence (3 Sept/82) detaila the methodology of wiretapping 
by intercepting the stgnals of microuave relay towers, The specifice of this are detailed in advanced terms in 
the NTIS publications I mentioned in an article some time 
ago. 

Thie hae been Ox Y. Mandias, reminding you to live fast, die young & leave a good looking corpse,



BUYING CHEMICALS by Dr, Atomic 

As you may know, buying chemicals and reagents 
is not as easy as walking into Radio Shack and 

buying a bagful of resistors and diodes, For one 
thing, Radio Shack won't call the DEA on you. 

The technologist who seeks chemicals for his hob- 
pies, whatever they may be, if he does not follow 
established buying procedure, is automatically as- 
sumed to be an illegal drug manufacturer, and the 
Chemical supply House (CSH) sales agents will call 
in the DEA to investigate. 

To avoid repeating others' mistakes, it is halp- 
ful to know what doesn't work. The most common 
method of purchasing chemicals that does not work 
is a method I call the “Get The Chemicals And Try 
To Shake Them” method. In this method the Tech~ 
nologist goes into the CSH “cold” to make a pur— 
chase. He suspects that they will call the author- 
ities on him, but he thinks that he can shake the 

surveillance. Although it can be done with some 

James Bond style tactics, the failure rate is high, 
perhapa ae high as 75%. Dr. Atomic does not re- 
commend this method, 

Sneaking by the CSH sales people is difficult. 

To give you an idea of what you are up againat, 
here are a few things that they watch out for: 
new accounts: cash purchases; out of town custo- 

mers; individual (not corporate) purcha 7 all 
orders for drug precursors; customer pick ups; 
hippy appearance; and lack of expertise in using 
the nomenclature of chemistry. 

  

The second most common method of obtaining chemi- 
cals that does not work, in many cases, is buying 

on the Black Market. The reason why the Black Mar- 
ket is no good, in general, is because the DEA is 
out there selling precursors (or fronting them), 
hoping to lure in some unwary technologist. Be- 
ware of sting operations, many of which are run 
through classified ads. Although you may know the 
guy you are getting the chemicals from, if the DEA 
is involved anywhere along the supply route, you'll 
probably pick-up a conspiracy charge (thought- 
crime), which carries a penalty of 5-15 years. 
This is no game. 

Now that we know what doesn't work, here's the 
method that has a better probability of success. 
I call it the "Inside Job", It's simple: get a 
job at a place that has the chemicals and help 
yourself. CSH's, manufacturing industry, and laba 
are good choices. 

If you aren't able to do the Inside Job yourself, 
check your list of friends to see if you have some- 
one who can get the chems from where he works. If 

you don't have such a friend already, perhaps you 
can arrange to have a friend infiltrate some busi- 

ness with the chems. The rule is that you have to 
keep control of your line of supply and not have 
any police or informers in it. 

The inside job has many possibilities. For ex- 

ample, one could start his own company and run 
“the siphon". The manufacture of perfumes, essen- 

tial oils, and insectisides are business that use 
a wide range of chemicals. To be successful with 
this approach, one has to actually carry on a le- 

gal buisness, It's a lot of work, but you secure 
a@ long-term, relatively safe source of supply. 

      

I have stated this before and will repeat it 
here again because it is important: ALL CHEMICALS 
ARE WATCHED CHEMICALS. Some are hotter than others, 
of course. But all of the immediate drug precur- 
sors such as phenylacetic acid, benzyl chloride, 
and methylamine will almost always set off an alert. 
If you are ordering precursors to your business, 
you must be ab. to justify their use in your manu- 
facturing or sales process, 

      

The days of just walking in and buying chemicals 
fast and easy are over. There are no fast ways, 

for all practical purpo. » to safely buy chemicals 

other than by having a friend “inside". The grim 
reality that we must face is that the practice of 
chemistry is in effect being prohibited to indivi- 

    

{te maid thet freedom of the presa hebieigqs £6 
> owns the press: Likewise, freedom of the 

2 @ of chemistry belongs to he who controls 

has source of tupply ~- or Owns it. 
   

ATM_TECHNOLOGY by Jolly Roger 

Many banks and S&L's are now issuing debit cards 
as well as credit cards. These debit c 2 allow 
withdrawals from one's account either over the 
counter or from Automatic Teller Machines (ATM's). 

    

The Personal Account Number (PAN) is embossed on 
the card, while the Personal Identification Mumber 
(PIM) is encoded on the magnetic stripe glued onto 
the back of the card. Since the PIN number is sup- 

posedly known only to the holder, if the card is 
lost or stolen it still cannot be used. 

  

Usually the holder of the card inserts it into 
the ATM, punches in hie PIN number (sometimes the 
PAN number as well), and the machine scans the card 
and relays the information to a computer via tele- 
phone lines. If everything checks out the money 
is issued. 

Daily limits vary and can be as low as $100 a day 
or vary with the size of the account. ATM's ave 
truly the wave of near term banking future, and 

tens of thousands of them are being installed all 
over the world each year due to their succese and 
popularity. 

There are generally five ways a machine is pro- 

tected: 1) primarily by the secret, encoded PIN 
number; 2) limits of daily withdrawals; 3) auto- 
matic card confiscation by the machine under cer- 
tain circumstances; 4) photos taken of the user 
by the machine; and 5) silent alarms. 

  

It is inte: ting that stories appear where a 
machine “goes crazy" and coughs up lotsa of money 
to someone that turns it back into the bank, but 
the stories of fraud are not printed in the media 
or even shared between banks usually. 

  

The machines can be defeated thru several atra- 
tegies such as stealing the card from the card- 
holder and decoding the PIN, having a debit account 
and denying your withdrawals by having someone else 
use your card, employees within the bank stealing 
lista of PAN/PIN numbers and making up bogus cards 
complete with mag-strip, putting false fronts on 
the machines to collect cards and money from legiti- 
mate users, tapping the phone lines with a tape re- 
corder and replaying it the next day, tapping the 
phone lines and deciphering the code and feeding 
in your own information, working in the bank and 
programming the computer to think your account has 
more money in it than it really does, or for the 

real wizard to figure out an electronic device that 
would tap in the phone lines and order the machine 
to simply empty itself. There are other methods 
only limited by the imagination. 

About the most practical and productive way is 
simply to photograph users of ATH's with a tele- 
Photo lens and portable video tape movie camera, 
replaying your movie at your leisure and copying 
down all the PIN and PAN numbers. Then, one can 
take plain blank plastic cards and use an encoder 

machine to put the information magnetically on 
tape and glue it to the cards, The tape hae the 
PAN number, PIN number, and lastly a "check digit" 
derived from the foregoing two numbers. 

Any good book on computer technology for credit 
cards will explain how to figure check digits, 
Get your own debit card from the bank and decode 
it to make sure you are using the same formula for 
the check digit. 

You can decode mag-strips by using a "reader" 
connected to a “writer” available at electronics 
outlets, or by placing chromium dioxide tape over 
the mag-strip and heating it with a 300 degree iron 
to tranafer the information, or by using a magnetic 
developer to produce a hard copy of the encrypted 
data. 

Reading the right books will answer any questions 
you have about encoding, decoding, encryption, 
check digits, or whatever, Encoding machines are 
available from companies that sell "Credit Card 
Equipment & Supplies" in your Yellow Pa 

Por the less imaginative a LAW rockat will prob- 
ably loosen up the money caxctridge from a suburban 

AT very nicely. 

    

 



The ARPANET 
(Part III: General Metnotes) 

by Fred Steinbeck 

This 13 my last column in the ARPANET series of 

articles, although there may be occasional updates 

in the future. This column will try to cover 

miscellaneous information that didn't fit anywhere 

else, and things like that... 

  

SRXI°s Services 

The Network Information Center (NIC) at SRI can 

be very helpful in nethacking. The last column 

mentioned the NIC computer (host 0/73), and talked 

about using that for getting information on the 

ARPANET. 

However, SRI has other functions. First off, 

they publish two excellent books. The first, the 

1,020 page ARPAMET Resource Bandbook (NIC document 

aumber 47500), tells all about each computer 

connected to the ARPANET. This book algo lists the 

network liaisons (people who are the resident gurus 
at various places connected to the net) and how to 
get in touch with them. 

Another book is the 560 page ARPAMET Directory 
(NIC document number 49000). This book lists all 

the legitimate (and sometimes illegitimate) users 

of the ARPANET. This is the book that I use the 

most, as it is more current than the Resource 
Handbook (March '82 as compared to February ‘80 for 

the Handbook). The Directory also lists the 

physical locations of TIP's and TAC's, and many 
other useful things. 

These documents can be ordered (free, no less 

from the NIC at SRI International. They prefer 

ARPANET mail, so if you have access to the net for 

mailing, sand a message to NIC@SRI-NIC. If you 

must, phone (415) 859-3695, or Telex 334463. If you 

do any of these things, be prepared to look 

official... 

  

Oh, yeah: ask to be put in the ARPANET 

directory. They used to have an (intelligent) 
policy of limiting the people in the directory to 

authorized users, but then they started allowing 

anyone to be put in it. Mail to NIC@SRI-NIC and 

include your name, physical mail address, network 

mail address, and your phone number. 

Good Computers 

There are 4 number of good computers for 
nethackers. The first, and the most famous, is the 
Artificial Intelligence lab computer at MIT 

(MIT-AL). This is host address 2/6. There ig a 

program there which you will want to run, called 
ACOUNT. This allows you to get a guest account on 

the system. Unfortunately, at the time of this 
writing, the MIT-AI system was scheduled to be 
taken off of the net and replaced with MIT-02Z, 

which has better account security. 

If you do manage to get on the system, there 18 

an INFO program which will teach you many things 

about the ARPANET, and while it is obnoxious to 
use, it's very educational. 

  

Another good one is the Stanford University 

Artificial Intelligence Lab computer (SU=AI of 

SAIL). This is host 0/11. SAIL has an extensive 

help library (just type “help") and you can learn a 

great amount here, too, Also, one of the help 

commands ("help help*® gets a list of topics 

Produces a huge list of various computers connec ed 

to various networks (including some phone numbers). 

Government Computers 

For those of you who are into breaking 

government computers, you ma@y want tO Cry some of 

these systems: 

Coins—Gateway, host 1/57. This computer allows 
access to the Community Online Intelligence System 
(COINS), which is subnet of the ARPANET. COINS 

itself allows access to a restricted subnet of the 

COINS net. 

  

Tycho, host 0/57. The Tycho computer is run by 
the National Security Agency. I have no {4 what 
it does, as the only information I have on it laa 

6 line description which tells nothing about it. 

    

PENT-UMIX, host 3/26. This computer is used for 

"text processing and administrative support” (yah, 

I bet ) by the Air Porce Data Services Center, 
The Pentagon. I have heard that this system wa 

penetrated by a phreak and nothing inter ing wa: 

found, but he could have missed something. 

    

    

The are only some of the governmental 

computers connected to the nec. I wouldn't be 

surprised if there are more syatems on the net than 
Go go wild, people! Find 

  

   

   

More UWIX Wizardry 

by Fred Steinbeck 

Okay, a8 promised {n issue number 79, here is 

another interesting thing which can be done to what 

just may be the world's least secure operating 

System: UNIX. Actually, I suppose the honer of 
“least secure OS" has to go to the ITS operating 
system, developed by MIT, but who cares? 

Anonysous Messages 

Ever wanted to leave a message advertising TAP 
on your UNIX system, but didn’t want your name 

associated with it? Well, here's how to do it and 

remain safe from the “authorities". 

On UNIX, to put a bulletin in on .the system 

bulletin board, you give the command "Mail msqs*. 
Well, ag it turns out, there is no mail account 

called “megs”. But {if we check the file /usr/bin/ 
aliases, we find a list of mail aliases. That is, 
this file contains all the alia which cauge mail 
to -be delivered to somebody else instead of who it 

was mailed to. 

      

It so happens that there is an alias for "msg 
and it translates to the program "/usr/bin/msqs -s® 
which is the program to post messages on the 
bulletin board. The "-s" tells it to post the 
messages, not to read old ones. 

Anyway, first create a file which looks exactly 
like one generated by the Mail program. That is, 
one which has a "Prom: blah", a "To: blah" and a 
*Subject: blah" field in it = look at any letter 
you've received and copy that pattern. Anyway, 
change the "From:" header to a suitable, non- 

@ like “phreak“, the "Toi" field to 
the subject to whatever you want, and 
file (which we will call "file", for 
nt). 

   

Than give the command: 

eat file | /usr/bin/msgs -s 

which will put the message on the bulletin board. 

This proved handy when I broke into a U.S. Geolog- 
ical survey computer and put up some TAP ads. 

Didn't surprise me much that the next day the 
pasawords for all accounts were changed...



  

CREDIT CARDS 

by Simon Jester 

You have probably heard that Bell is going to 
eliminate third party billing soon. Very soon. As 
early as January 1983 in some places. They claim 
that there is too much phraud. So they are only going 
to allow collect and credit card calls from pay 
phones. That was the good news. Here's the bad news. 
Bell is changing the way credit card codes will te 
made up. Reliable sources tell me that the new CC's 
will still contain your area code and number, but 
the FAC code and check digit will te replaced by a 
threc digit code. The object,: of course, is to keep 
us from making up cards. 

Sone sources say the new codes will be random, 
and cannot be determined sinply from knowing the 
phone number, while other people tell me that the 
new codes will te created fron the numter, like a 

very complicated version of the present check digit 
system. tell would prefer totally random codes, 
kecause they vould te almost impossitle to break, 
[Tut it would reauire an operator to verify every 
cerd every time a CC call is made. This would 
roguire a very larye computer systen. it is not 
keyond Fell'tse capacity, but it would certainly be 
very exrensive. If the code is created from the 
phone nuaver, it would te possible for each cperafor 
(or s small nicro) to check each code vithout a 
larye centre] computer. j much cheéper alternative, 
Fut not as secure, as we would eventually figure 
out the formula used to nake up codes. 1 tend to 
think they "ill opt for the completely random codes, 
tut it is hard to tell, and the upcoming split into 
22 seperat2 conpanies makes it very hard to predict 
what will happen. if anyone of you faithful T-F 
readers learns anythines about the new Co systen, 
please write it up and send it in. 

You may have seen those blue payphones bell 
ic inetalline that don't take nonoy, tut only ello 
you teke ‘sake collect or SL calls. .any of them will 

  
  

    

    

  

   

  

alloy you to make a CO call without ever talkin; to 
an operator. (Sone recular payphones work this way 
too nov) You jush dis] .4amea codet+number, anc a 

reearce. volce cotes on ant tells you to punch in 
your oo nuvier or 0 for a huwaén cperétor. sou ucually 
roy " enuncer to eet the cece right. dhic is é 
syle ust e:ay ‘vay to tect SO codes and sce if 
they ore otill #003, i hove ulse neard that wnen the 
new So syctten is put into e*fect, you will te wile 
to #2 Up to the Llus payphenes, and puy in e speciel 
enue inctees of the regular 2? Gigit code on certain 
earcs, en’ you vill set cial atilities. 1 heave 
no a whet the.e ebilit ore or nov thic werks, 

    

    
but tbo is cecipned for interndl cell use only, 

   

   
until tne new 33 code stou ie put into effect,    

nere’s «a hint on xetting good ecaric. vellis trying 
sto te b evoryons to ure their "calling cards" (their 
nade for 22]1] crecit esrds), so the carus ere free 

nozt other operator 
a operator not only 

to Lf the check code is good, Lut to see 
if the ecard really evists. Thig means it is useful 
to heve a re eredit card code availatle vnen 
neccesary. so nave Lell make up a resl coue for 
you, like tniss look up some nunecr in the phone 
cook, call up the appropriate billing office, and 
request a 20 for that number. ve sure you know the 
name, adcrese, and phone nuler you are supposedly 
calling fron. Yhe card itself is free, sce it won't 
sho. up on the guys bill. shen the care shews up in 

hic mail, he nay ack bell whst it is, anc they'll 
tell hin, nut they will provatly suggest he kevp 
it in case ne over wants to use it. You, of course, 
have mage up his complete CC code (including «Ao 
couc end check digit) and can now use a real genuine 
oll credit cara, .hen he gets his till with all 
your calls on it, he will complain to Uell who will 
tuke the charges off and atsorb the cost of your 
phone calls. “he card ought to be good for a few 
months tefore it is turned off. Memember to only 
call people who have short memories of who called 
then, or call payphones. This system ought to keep 
you all in CC codes until the new CC system is put 
into effect. If you don't know how to make up a 
cc code for a phone number using the RAC code and 
check digit, write to Tom for a copy of 'TAF fact 
sheet #1: Credit card calling hints", 50¢ a copy. 
See Tap 72 for the 1982 check digits. 

Birthday bandit 
TOYOHASHI, Japan — A schoolboy 

celebrated his 16th birthday yesterday by using a toy 
fife to hold up a bank and flee with $24,000 

Police said the youth. who ran away from home on 

anu urine thea is cheap 
aceieteld ealls, - 

    
    

    
   

  

Technology Illustrated- 
What that was about, anyway. 

by Cheshire Catalyst 

A few months ago, I was contacted by an 
editor of Technology Illustrated magazine in 
Boston, They had heard of us through a freelance 
journalist in Boston, and wanted to doa feature 
story on the "Technological Underground", and we 
were the closest manifestation of this that they 
could find, After all, the "Computer Criminals" 
that get away with all manner of evil deeds can't 
be found, and wouldn't want to be written up in 
any case. 

TAP's philosophy in such instances is to 
provide information to anyone who requests it. TAP 
is, after all, the keeper of The Forbbiden 
Knowledge, or at least the knowledge that Bell, 
and other utilities and corporations and 
governments don't want you to know. We normally 
try to keep a low profile so that Bell and the 
others won't think us a target worth botherin 
about, and so we generally try to have the word of 

our existance travel only by word of mouth. The 
only times we've gone out seeking publicity was 
for the Phone Phreak Conferences we've occassionly 
held over the years. Then, we needed to get the 
word out so that money we sunk into the 
conferences out of our own pockets would at least 
come back, and we'd break even. 

In cases where Gentle Persons of the Press 
have written in seeking us, I've sent out our 
little press release ("For Release On Request") to 
the people requesting the info. Some have stopped 
down for a beer with us, and have even gotten 
something into print. Others just had a beer. 
While we've been written up in The Washington 
Post, Infoworld, The Silicon Gulch Gazzette, and 
even Business Communications Review (which refered 
to me as "one of the counrty's best known Phone 
Phreaks." Thanks for the compliment Jerry) as well 
as other publications, we've never gotten the 
response from any of them as we've gotten from the 

article in the October issue of Technology I1lus- 
trated. 

Reaction was immediate in some circles. I 
lost my job with the "Large Manhattan Firm" that I 
used to work for, and Technology Illustrated lost 
the Bell System as advertisers. As a result, I am 
available for consulting on how easy it would be 
to enter remote computer systems, and Tech Illus- 
trated would like to get advertising from any 
other telephone common carrier. If your company 
doesn't like Bell, suggest to your advertising 
department that Tech 111 might be a good place to 
drop an ad or two. 

Alot of people have written to ask how the 
photographs were done. The lead photo of me in 
front of a New York City pay phone was taken on 
43rd St between 5th Ave and Avenue of the Americas 
(6th Ave to us New Yorkers). I had a rectagular 
mirror hot-glued onto a pair of sunglasses, and I 
was reflecting the evening sun back into the 
camera lens. The shot of The Gang was taken in 
front of the Greenwich Village restaurant where we 
gather on Friday's after work. If you plan to be 
in New York on a Friday, write and ask where to 
show up. The photographer set up his camera ona 
tripod, set a high F-stop, set a multi-second 
exposure, and as he snapped the shutter, we all 

shook our heads. For those of you unfamiliar with 
New York, the sillouette shot of me was taken 
against the background of a moving subway train. I 
was (I have to admit) rather embarrassed by the 

shot of my room, but once the photographer saw it, 
he said he had to shoot it. He said it captured 
"The essence of the Information Maniac." 

If you missed the article, I still have a few 
copies left, and will be happy to autograph one 
for you. Send $2.00 (for the magazine) and $1.50 
(for postage) to Cheshire Catalyst, at the 
maildrop address. 

Pot won't get you in Dutch here 
Enschede, the Netherlands —A youth cen- A 1976 law gave local authorities the power to 

ter began selling government-tested marijuana tolerate smal! sales of the drug and also de 
yesterday in an attempt to keep users from  criminalized possesssion of small amounts, Dutch 
moving on to harder drugs. 

After two years of debate, this city near the 
West German border gave the. Kokerjuffer Youth The authorized dealer here, who said his wares 

Justice Ministry officials said. 

, , Center permission to sell products made from must be tested for quality and purity in an official July 1. was captured by bank employes after a chase. 8 1 hashish, a concentrated form of marijuana. laboratory, gave his name as Clemens Pot


